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Chapter 1981 

Hearing this, Daniel looked suspicious. 

Han Xiao seems to be a person who doesn’t know much about the world, but 
he always feels that this person is not that simple. 

Everything he does, which seems strange and absurd, actually has his own 
meaning. 

Although you can’t guess the other party’s intentions, you can be sure that the 
other party is a friend rather than an enemy. 

On the other side, Selena and Rick had completely played with the big white 
tiger. 

The two fed the big white tiger bite by bite. 

Seeing the white tiger swaying the snowy tail behind him after eating and 
drinking, lying on the ground with his belly spread out and letting Rick rub 
against it, Selena was simply overwhelmed. 

“Come and eat.” Daniel helplessly looked at the big and small lying on the 
ground. 

Perhaps, it is possible to consider raising a pet for them? 

“Oh! Here we come!” 

Only then did Selena reluctantly look away from the big white tiger, and was 
about to eat, when the big white tiger sat up straight immediately, staring 



straight at the door with a pair of tiger eyes, and from the throat Let out a low 
growl that resembles a warning. 

“boom–“ 

There was a crisp sound, and the door was smashed open. 

Two masked men in black clothes rushed in instantly. 

“Follow us…” 

One of the men, before he finished speaking, suddenly saw the albino Bengal 
tiger beside Selena from the corner of his eye. 

With his professionalism and common sense, it is enough to know what the 
creature in front of him means. 

This is no ordinary white tiger in the zoo! 

The man froze for about three seconds. 

“Sorry, we went to the wrong place!” 

One of them reacted faster and pulled his companion to leave. 

However, the white tiger let out a huge roar, leaped out like a feathered arrow, 
and stopped in front of the door. 

With this roar, even Selena trembled slightly, and her mind was in a trance. 

You must know that in the wild, the roar of a white tiger can shake the ground, 
let alone feel the tiger’s roar at such a close distance. 

As for the man in black, under the roar of the tiger, his body was unstable and 
he almost fell to the ground. 

Seeing that the white tiger didn’t rush forward immediately, the two men ran 
away as if fleeing for their lives. 

Soon, two of Daniel’s subordinates rushed in panting, “Boss! Are you alright!” 

The other was startled when he saw the white tiger at the door, “This…this 
is…” 



“What’s going on?” Daniel asked in a deep voice. 

“Someone broke into the ban, but the other party was obviously a professional 
mercenary. When we found out, he had already touched the vicinity!” The 
subordinates were full of self-blame. 

Daniel frowned slightly. After all, Lu Town was a residential area, so it was 
impossible for him to guard it too closely. 

And no matter how tight the defense is, as long as the opponent sends a high-
level person, there will be a possibility of being broken. 

The defense around him has been as extreme as possible, which shows that 
the level of these two people is at least A. 

There is no need to guess about the forces that can recruit A-level 
mercenaries. 

Seeing the white tiger swaying vigilantly around Daniel’s two men, Selena 
hurriedly went to bring the white tiger back, “Baby, come back! They are not 
enemies!” 

“Dabai, come!” Rick beckoned to Baihu. 

As if he understood what Selena and Rick said, Baihu flicked his snow tail and 
walked towards Rick who was holding a piece of beef in his hand. 

At this moment, Selena looked out the door and frowned slightly. 

This period of time seems to be uneven. 

Some time ago, she had encountered a stalker once, and was finally dealt 
with by Han Xiao. 
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Chapter 1982 

Selena was afraid that Daniel would be worried about being followed, so she 
didn’t tell him. 

Tonight, someone even broke into Luzhen and broke through the door of the 
small garden building. 

Fortunately, Han Xiao’s Baihu was there this time, otherwise, even if she and 
Daniel could deal with these two, but Rick is here today, if there is even the 
slightest mistake, she dare not imagine the consequences. 

With the white tiger here at present, it should be fine for the time being. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll let Karl come over, you’d better not go out these few days,” 
Daniel said. 

Selena nodded, “Well, let’s send Rick to the old house first! And you have to 
be careful too!” 

The other party’s goal was obviously her. Of course, it was more likely that 
Daniel was also included this time. 

“it is good.” 

… 

After two days of calm, the other party seemed to have no plans to attack 
again, probably preparing for the next wave. 

It was Han Xiao who came uninvited. 

After Baihu saw Han Xiao, he was very excited and rushed towards Han Xiao. 

“Well, the food is good…” 

Seeing that the white tiger was full of energy, Han Xiao smiled. 

“That’s right, don’t look at who raised it, why don’t you just give it to me to 
raise it, so that you don’t have to live and sleep with you!” Selena looked more 
and more reluctantly. 

“That won’t work.” Han Xiao shook his head. 



Selena was just talking casually, knowing that Han Xiao would definitely not 
agree. 

“Hey, Great God…” Suddenly, Selena grabbed Han Xiao. 

“What are you doing? Do you want to invite me to dinner?” Han Xiao glanced 
at her from the corner of his eye. 

Selena choked immediately. 

If you don’t know how to eat, it will affect your glorious image a lot! 

“It’s such a great master, I was targeted by killers, and someone broke into Lu 
Town to sneak attack the night before yesterday… Great master, please 
protect me, my thigh………” Selena stared. 

“No, I have something else to do.” Han Xiao resolutely refused. 

“Is it urgent?” Selena thought that if the other party made things difficult, she 
would naturally not force it. 

“Kfc has a new set menu, I’m going to queue.” Han Xiao looked serious. 

“I’ll go… God, please stop playing with me, please? Besides, how can you 
keep your words!” Selena complained. 

“Speaking doesn’t count?” Han Xiao was puzzled. 

Selena took out and took out the whistle that Han Xiao had given her at the 
beginning: “Did you say that you promised me one thing and returned my 
favor, and then gave me this whistle back?” 

Fortunately, the whistle was still there. Later, Daniel helped her pick it up. 

“Hasn’t the favor been paid back? I was the one who saved you last time!” 
Han Xiao said. 

“No.” Selena shook her head resolutely, “It wasn’t me who blew the whistle 
last time.” 

“So what if it wasn’t you who blew it, I did save you.” Han Xiao’s expression 
was quite natural. 



“Did I ask you to save me?” Selena asked back. 

Han Xiao thought about it seriously, and then said: “No.” 

“Since I didn’t blow the whistle, and I didn’t ask you to save me…then how 
can I repay this favor… My God, are you right?” Selena said with a smile, her 
expression more natural. 

“Yes…” Han Xiao subconsciously said. 

“Master, I knew you were the most reasonable!” Selena immediately praised 
Han Xiao to her death. 

If Han Xiao could control the place here, she would still be afraid of a killer! 

So no matter what you say, you have to trick the Great God! 

Han Xiao wanted to argue, but was dumb. 

What Selena said was not wrong at all, she didn’t blow the whistle, nor did she 
beg herself to ask for help… 

“It always feels a bit wrong…” Han Xiao stared blankly at the little girl 
opposite. 

Selena: “I’ll let someone line up to buy a new set meal for you, and it will be 
delivered to you within half an hour!” 

Han Xiao: “Okay!” 
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Chapter 1983 

At the same time, Karl was wearing a flowered shirt and sandals, and was 
coming to the small garden building. 

“Boss, what do you want me to do?” Karl asked as soon as he entered the 
door. 

Selena poked her head and glanced at the door, “Second senior brother, 
you’re here. You were supposed to be busy, but now you’re fine.” 

“So, what’s the matter?” Karl was a little speechless, he was told to come all 
the way to play! 

“It’s been a rough few days. There was a sneak attack by a killer the night 
before yesterday. I wanted to invite you to the place.” Selena explained. 

“Killer…” Karl glanced out of the corner of his eyes, and saw Han Xiao not far 
away. 

Immediately, Karl’s heart skipped a beat: “Dmn it! Why is this guy here? Then 
what kind of killer must be this guy!” 

Selena gave him a blank look, “I invited the Great God to take over the place, 
okay?” 

Hearing the sound, Karl breathed a sigh of relief. 

If this guy is a killer, few of them will be able to escape, he is simply a bug-like 
existence. 

“Since there is already a town hall, why are you looking for me!” Karl was 
speechless, it was very hot, and he wanted to go home and eat watermelon! 

“Boy, come and play with me.” Suddenly, Han Xiao stretched his waist, and 
hooked his fingers towards Karl. 

Hearing the sound, Selena smiled obsequiously: “Of course it’s useful to call 
you here, Second Senior Brother, go and play with the Great God!” 

“fcuk! Selena, you betrayed me again! I won’t fight!” Karl shook his head 
resolutely. 



What an international joke! 

That guy, he and Kevin couldn’t even get close to each other. If you fight him, 
his skin doesn’t itch! 

“Well… boy, if you don’t come, I’ll go up and beat you to death.” Han Xiao said 
rather bored. 

Karl had an expression that he wouldn’t do it even if he beat me to death. 

“Come on, it really doesn’t work, I’ll hit you with one finger.” Han Xiao said 
with a smile. 

“What did you say?!” Suddenly, Karl’s eyes flashed. 

Depend on! Too much! 

one finger! 

Who do you look down on? 

“I said, I’ll hit you with one finger.” Han Xiao really stretched out a finger. 

“Second Senior Brother, you can’t even beat the Great God with one finger, 
can you?” Selena sighed beside him. 

“I’m just kidding!” Karl’s lungs exploded with anger, “Okay, you said, one 
finger! If I can’t beat you with one finger, I’ll call you grandpa!” 

After finishing speaking, Karl straightened his body and bullied Han Xiao in an 
instant. 

At this time, Han Xiao stood on the spot without moving, his left hand was 
behind his back, and he just stretched out a finger. 

When Karl was less than half a meter away from Han Xiao, Han Xiao’s eyes 
sparkled for a moment, and he pointed towards the void. 

Swish! 

I only heard the sound of breaking through the air in the small garden building. 

Han Xiao’s finger swept across the void, and the strong wind passed by. 



Before the finger arrived, a terrifying finger force arrived first. 

The speed of Han Xiao’s finger was as fast as the limit, not only Selena didn’t 
see it clearly, but even Karl didn’t see it. 

In the blink of an eye, this finger hit Karl’s abdomen with a destructive force. 

bang. 

Karl didn’t know what happened, but Han Xiao knocked him to the ground with 
one finger. 

Karl looked shocked, staring at the lazy Han Xiao in front of him, his face full 
of disbelief. 

The lazy man in front of him simply pointed at him casually, but he couldn’t 
resist at all… 

It’s hard to imagine, if this man used all his strength, would he be stabbed to 
death with a finger? 

Karl grew up so big, he was already very talented in martial arts, and he was 
very conceited. 

But there are people outside the people, and there is a sky beyond the sky, it 
is really unacceptable. 

Karl comforted himself in his heart. He is a normal human being, and he 
should not be compared with this kind of monster! 
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Chapter 1984 

“I lost…” Karl sighed, how could humans defeat monsters! 



“Oh, it’s really boring, let’s play another round.” Han Xiao hooked his fingers 
towards Karl again. 

In an instant, Karl straightened up like a carp, stood up and cupped his fists at 
Han Xiao: “Grandpa, I’m not coming!” 

It seemed that Han Xiao also felt bored, and his eyes fell on Selena: “Are you 
coming?” 

Selena immediately shook her head like a rattle, “Master, as you said, I’m just 
a weak little chicken, please ignore me!” 

“Okay.” Han Xiao sat back on the sofa, turned on the TV, and started 
watching cartoons. 

Yes, cartoons… 

After Daniel came back from get off work, he was a little surprised to see Han 
Xiao there. 

Selena secretly pulled Daniel aside triumphantly, and told how she tricked 
Han Xiao over. 

After Daniel heard it, he couldn’t laugh or cry. 

Looking at the seemingly heartless man on the sofa, I thought to myself that 
my guess was indeed correct. 

I’m afraid that Han Xiao already knew what might happen. He left the white 
tiger that day on purpose. 

… 

In the middle of the night. 

There was a movement outside the small garden building. 

The hall was very dark, Karl accompanied Han Xiao to watch the cartoon for a 
whole day, and both of them were enjoying it. 

“Grandpa, someone is here.” Suddenly, Karl’s eyes turned cold, and he 
looked outside the door. 



Now this guy calls his grandfather very smoothly, without any psychological 
barriers. 

“Then why don’t you open the door?” Han Xiao said. 

“okay!” 

Karl got up, ran forward with small steps, and opened the door. 

“welcome!” 

Looking at the men in suits holding guns outside the door, Karl laughed. 

Hearing the sound, the killers were all taken aback. 

The leader frowned, raised his gun and shot at Karl. 

Karl’s reaction was also extremely fast. When the man raised his arm, he had 
already strode away and dodged. 

“Grandpa, someone didn’t give you face!” Karl yelled at Han Xiao who was on 
the sofa. 

As soon as he finished speaking, he looked at the sofa again, and Han Xiao 
had already disappeared. 

“Dmn, what speed is this…” 

Karl stared at Han Xiao standing in front of the door, and couldn’t help 
shivering. 

“Can this thing kill people?” Han Xiao stood in front of the men, looking at the 
dark muzzle of the gun. 

“Looking for death!” A cold light flashed in the eyes of the man with the gun, 
and he pulled the trigger towards Han Xiao. 

“boom”! 

Loud noises echoed in the building. 

“what…” 



The killers looked at each other, only to see that the lazy-looking man pointed 
out that the muzzle of the gun was moved to the other side. 

The gunman’s shot did not kill Han Xiao, but killed one of his companions in 
front of him. 

“Kids don’t play with guns, look, something has happened.” Han Xiao shook 
his head. 

Just as Han Xiao opened his mouth, several other people also took out their 
pistols at the same time. 

“Lend me a look.” Han Xiao snatched one of the killer’s pistols. 

“boom”! 

Han Xiao instantly pulled the trigger and fired several shots. 

And every shot hit the thighs of several killers. 

A scream sounded in the dark night. 

“Sorry…I typed in the wrong place, I will type again.” 

Han Xiao raised his pistol and pulled the trigger on the heads of several 
people. 

“boom”! 

“boom”! 

“boom”! 

… 

After several gunshots, the heads of several killers were pierced and died 
tragically on the spot. 

“It’s the right shot this time.” Han Xiao glanced at the corpses on the ground 
and then threw the pistol out the door. 

“An eyesore, cleaned up.” 



Han Xiao returned to the sofa, opened a bag of potato chips, and watched 
cartoons. 

“Okay, grandpa, listen to you.” 

Karl Pidianpidian stepped forward and pulled the corpses out. 
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Chapter 1985 

There are several groups of killers sent by Qiao Yi to Lu Town in the past few 
days. 

However, after going to Lu Town, there is no news, as if the world has 
evaporated. 

“Uncle Qiao, it seems that the Lu family has taken precautions. Out of the 
batches of killers dispatched before, only two escaped back, saying that they 
saw the white tiger in Lu Town.” 

Feng Jin said thoughtfully. 

“White Tiger?” 

Qiao Yi looked puzzled. Could it be that the previous batch of killers were all 
killed by the white tiger? 

“Uncle Qiao, I think the forces from Ouhuang’s side can be mobilized.” Feng 
Jin said. 

Hearing the sound, Qiao Yi shook his head. 

If you can’t even do this little thing well, and even ask Ouhuang’s forces to 
dispatch killers, I’m afraid it’s not appropriate. 



“Send a few more batches of killers to Deer Town.” 

A cold light flickered in Qiao Yi’s eyes. 

If it still doesn’t work this time, then he will do it himself. 

No matter what, Daniel and the others must be killed! 

… 

In the past few days, Han Xiao was sitting in the small garden building in Lu 
Town, and he easily dealt with all the killers. 

Karl just sat on the sofa and ate watermelon every day, watching those 
murderous killers come to kill him, and then did some cleaning work, which 
was quite relaxing. 

“Boy, come and play!” 

Han Xiao yawned, with a lazy look on his face, staring at Karl, who was eating 
melons, and said. 

“Grandpa, don’t tell me, do you eat melons?” 

With a flattering face, Karl handed Han Xiao a piece of watermelon. 

“eat.” 

Han Xiao nodded, and ate the watermelon that Karl handed over. 

After the last time, Karl was no longer willing to practice with Han Xiao. 

As a human being, how could he stick to one trick and a half under the hands 
of monsters, such as self-torture, it is enough to try it once, and anyone who is 
willing to try it a second time is a fool. 

“Someone broke through the blockade of Deer Town…” 

In the middle of the night, Selena appeared in the hall and reminded her. 

“Great God, there are people who don’t give you face. They know that you are 
here, and they come here every day to make trouble. I don’t know what you 



think. If someone doesn’t give me face like this, I will definitely give him a big 
slap.” block.” Karl looked at Han Xiao and smiled. 

Han Xiao crossed Erlang’s legs, as if he didn’t hear Karl’s words. 

After a while, Han Xiao picked up a piece of watermelon, said while eating: 
“Go out and cool off!” 

“There is an air conditioner in the room, so it’s cooler than outside.” Karl 
subconsciously said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Karl’s expression changed. 

I’m afraid that many killers came this time. If there is a gun battle later, it will 
be fine. 

He and Selena were not this monster, so what if they were shot. 

“Grandpa is right, it’s still cooler outside…” 

Karl pulled Selena and left the garden building. 

… 

An hour later, there were indeed bursts of gunshots in the small building. 

After another quarter of an hour, after the gunfire had completely disappeared, 
Selena and Karl returned to the small garden building. 

Han Xiao was still lying on the sofa eating watermelon. 

Inside and outside the hall, corpses are everywhere… 

Seeing Karl appear, Han Xiao glanced at him. 

“Grandpa, I understand…” 

Karl smiled obsequiously, like a hardworking bee, moved the corpse away 
from the garden building, and cleaned it up by the way. 

“Master, please thigh…” Selena stared at Han Xiao with starry eyes. 

“There is no shortage of pendants on the legs.” Han Xiao said. 



“I said, when can I leave?” Before Selena could speak, Han Xiao threw the 
watermelon rind into the trash can, looked at Selena and asked. 

Selena stared at Han Xiao with a subtle smile on her face. 

It’s already here, but I still want to leave, it’s so easy! 

“When no killer dares to come…” Selena laughed. 

Han Xiao sighed, full of resentment. 

He finally became a nanny. 

For the sake of the good food here! 
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Chapter 1986 

Han Xiao wanted to leave several times, but Selena tempted him with 
delicious food to stay. 

For Selena, this master can do it with a few delicious meals. If it’s 
troublesome, it’s a bit of a luxurious family bucket, which saves even the effort 
of cooking. 

… 

“Little baby, be careful…” 

On the second day, Selena held the imported raw beef in her hand and 
teased the white tiger in the hall. 

The white tiger stood up in an instant, full of energy, wagging its snow-white 
giant tail, and walked towards Selena. 



“Hold the claws…” Selena tempted. 

Bai Hu tilted his head and stared at Selena cutely. 

“this is not bad!” 

Selena was about to feed the white tiger when Han Xiao suddenly appeared 
and snatched several bags of imported beef beside Selena. 

“Master…this is the food of the big white tiger…it’s still raw!” Selena couldn’t 
laugh or cry. 

“Boy.” 

Han Xiao raised his hand and threw the beef to Karl not far away. 

“Okay, Grandpa, wait!” 

Karl ran to the kitchen and cooked the beef in a hurry. 

“I’ll go! You two…” 

Selena looked at Han Xiao, then at Karl. 

These two people are really in a mess! 

Especially Karl, what the hell, actually cooked for Han Xiao…Cooked! 

Suddenly there is a feeling that the senior brother has been green… 

“It’s unpalatable.” 

Han Xiao took a bite and immediately lost interest. 

At this moment, Baihu walked up to Han Xiao, staring at the beef in Han 
Xiao’s hand. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao directly threw the beef on the ground. 

The white tiger shook its snow tail and swallowed the beef in one gulp. 

However, the beef was spat out by the white tiger again in the effort of at most 
two breaths. 



“It can’t be…” Karl untied his apron, his face a little embarrassed. 

Selena: “…” 

… 

At the same time, in Deer Town. 

An old European and American man leaning on crutches looked at the middle-
aged black man behind and said calmly, “Yorick, are you all right?” 

The black man was expressionless: “It’s just some trash. It seems that the 
guards in this place are very ordinary.” 

“Don’t be careless, it’s not easy for us to be dispatched by the higher ups.” 
The European and American old man said. 

Both of these two were extremely high-ranking killers on the “Original Sin” 
killer list. 

“The people Joey sent out are trash.” The black man named Yorick wiped the 
blood off his hands with a piece of paper. 

“If the European Emperor’s power didn’t want to occupy Asia, how could it be 
possible for Qiao Yi to be a matchmaker? It’s ridiculous that we can’t even 
handle such a small matter.” Yorick squatted down, Wipe the dust off the 
leather shoes again. 

“It’s better to be careful, the mission above must not fail.” 

The European and American old man smiled lightly and walked towards the 
small garden building. 

… 

About half an hour later, in front of the small garden building, Yorick took out a 
submachine gun. 

“Yorick, don’t be so rude, we are here to visit.” the old man said. 

Yorick shrugged and put the submachine gun away. 

“Excuse me, is anyone there?” 



The European and American old man knocked on the door very politely. 

Soon, Selena opened the door. 

Staring at the kind-looking old man in front of her, Selena was a little puzzled. 

“Hello, please forgive me for disturbing you.” The old man in Europe and the 
United States looked at Selena and smiled softly. 

“You are?” Selena asked. 

“What for?” 

Karl walked up with half a piece of watermelon in his arms. 

“Hello, may I ask if this lady is Miss Selena?” the European and American old 
man smiled. 

“I’m Selena.” Selena said. 

“Hi, Miss Selena.” The European and American old man said, “Is there any 
last words that need to be explained?” 

As he said that, the European and American old man took out a scalpel from 
his arms, with an even more peaceful smile on his face. 
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Chapter 1987 

Seeing the European and American old man in front of him suddenly take out 
an extremely sharp scalpel, Selena retreated subconsciously. 



No matter how slow the reaction was, it was already clear in his heart at this 
moment that the European and American old man and the black man beside 
him were killers. 

“Are you… the top ten death doctor on the list of original sin killers?!” 

Karl frowned suddenly. 

“Young man, you know me.” The European and American old man asked with 
a smile. 

Seeing the old man in Europe and America admit his identity, Karl gasped. 

“Doctor Death” is the old guy’s nickname. 

The European and American old man in front of him is famous among the 
underground forces in Europe and America. 

When he was young, he was a very famous surgeon. 

Later, I don’t know what happened. This European and American old man 
used his scalpel to cut off the heads of his daughter and wife. He is a 
complete pervert! 

Since then, he has become a killer, and the title given to him by the outside 
world is “Doctor Death”. 

Karl’s heart trembled. Since this European and American old man was “Doctor 
Death”, the black man next to him should be his partner, the seventh on the 
list of original sin killers, “The Ripper with Cleanliness” Yorick. 

The fact that two top ten figures in the Original Sin Rankings were able to 
come to China to carry out an assassination is probably due to the power of 
the Emperor of Europe… 

“You two, do you have any last words? If not, then we can start.” Doctor Death 
said with a smile. 

At this moment, Karl stared wide-eyed, and shouted loudly: “Grandpa! 
Someone didn’t give you face, what the hell is here to kick the hall!” 



Soon, Han Xiao was holding a chicken leg in his hand, his mouth was full of 
oil, and he was wearing Selena’s slippers, walking towards the door while 
eating. 

“Old man, don’t run away, my grandpa is here, just wait!” 

Seeing Karl walking in slippers, the seriousness on his face finally dissipated, 
and he began to nibble on the remaining watermelon in his hand. 

“Who is it!” 

Han Xiao walked to Selena’s side. 

“Just this old black one, and this old immortal!” Karl pointed at “Doctor Death” 
and “The Ripper with a cleanliness” Yorick while eating watermelon. 

“You, who are you?” 

Han Xiao took a piece of watermelon from Karl’s hand and asked while eating. 

Seeing Karl and Han Xiao, the two melon eaters, Selena was completely 
speechless. 

This is the top ten killers on the original sin list, can you give them some face! 
Can you show me some face! 

After seeing Han Xiao’s appearance, the morbid madness in the eyes of the 
European and American old man disappeared instantly. 

Yorick, in particular, quickly put away his submachine gun, and suddenly there 
was a flattering smile on his stern face: “Oh, Lord Xiao, why is it you, old 
man!” 

Sweat broke out on Yorick’s brow. 

Is this… is the above a fcuking international joke? 

No one told them that the pervert Han Xiao is here! 

“Who are you?” 

Han Xiao asked while eating a melon. 



“Master Xiao, look at your memory… I’m Yorick…” 

Yorick hastily smiled. 

“Oh.” 

Han Xiao thought about it, but couldn’t remember. 

“In the past, I offended you old man by not opening my eyes. Your old man 
broke my leg in a large number, and then my friend picked it up.” Yorick 
looked at the European and American old man on the side. 

About two years ago, he and “Doctor Death” took the assassination mission, 
and met Han Xiao on the way… 

In the end, he was almost beaten to death by Han Xiao… 

Yorick had a broken leg, which was then reattached by “Doctor Death”. 

“What do you mean by pointing a scalpel at me?” Han Xiao looked at the old 
man in Europe and America. 

“Oh…I…” The European and American old man shook his body, and then 
immediately swept his chin with a scalpel: “Master Xiao, don’t get me wrong, I 
shave…” 
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“Oh, I shave, I haven’t shaved for a few days, it’s hard…” 

The European and American old man shook his head, and the sharp scalpel 
hung back and forth on his chin. 



“Your chin is bleeding from a scrape.” Karl said while eating the watermelon, 
blinking his eyes. 

“Oh…it’s okay, it’s okay, just a small problem!” The European and American 
old man raised his hand and wiped away the blood with his sleeve. 

“Do you want me to shave it for you?” Han Xiao asked. 

“No, no, no…” The European and American old man shook his head 
repeatedly. 

“You’re welcome.” Han Xiao flicked the watermelon rind, and threw it directly 
on Yorick’s face. 

Seeing Yorick in a daze, Han Xiao frowned and asked, “Is there any 
problem?” 

“No problem, no problem at all, watermelon rinds flying from somewhere, little 
things…” Yorick said. 

Han Xiao shrugged, and brought the scalpel of the old man in Europe and 
America. 

“Stand still and don’t move, or it will be scratched…” 

After Han Xiao finished speaking, he really helped the old man in Europe and 
America shave his beard. 

After shaving his beard, Han Xiao didn’t stop. He actually shaved off all the 
hair of the old man in Europe and America, turning his head into a bald head. 

“Grandpa, why did you shave off his eyebrows?” Karl asked. 

“Cool!” Han Xiao replied. 

“Is it cool?” Afterwards, Han Xiao asked the old man in Europe and America. 

“Cool! It’s really refreshing!” The European and American old man nodded 
repeatedly, fearing that he might offend this pervert by saying something 
wrong. 

Hearing the sound, Han Xiao was satisfied, and walked to Yorick’s side with 
the scalpel in hand. 



Needless to say, Yorick’s bushy beard, eyebrows, and hair were also shaved. 

“Is it cool?” Han Xiao looked at Yorick and asked with a smile. 

“Cool! Please trouble Lord Xiao. I’ve long wanted to hang up all of them. It’s 
so comfortable.” Yorick smiled flatteringly. 

“Thank you, five hundred dollars per person.” Han Xiao stretched out his 
hand. 

Yorick and the European and American old men came back to their senses 
and hurriedly rummaged on their bodies. 

“Master Xiao, I don’t have any money with me, only three hundred…” 

“I only have four hundred…” 

Yorick and the European and American elders took out all the dollars they had 
on them and handed them to Han Xiao. 

“You owe me one hundred, you owe me two hundred.” 

Han Xiao had the final say, and said. 

“In this way, we will calculate according to Huaguo Bank’s interest rate, and 
don’t forget to return it to me when the time comes.” Han Xiao pocketed the 
seven hundred dollars. 

“Okay, okay…Master Xiao, we still have something to do, so let’s go first, and 
I will send you money later…” 

Yori pulled the European and American old man who was stunned in place, 
only hated his parents for losing a few legs, almost rolling and crawling, and 
ran out of the small garden building. 

… 

“Boy, buy more watermelons and some meat.” Han Xiao threw seven hundred 
dollars to Karl. 

“Good grandpa.” Karl nodded. 

Selena stood aside, completely convinced, totally convinced. 



Shaved the eyebrows, hair and beards of two top ten killers on the Original 
Sin Ranking Gang, and extorted seven hundred dollars from them… 

In the end…Karl was asked to buy watermelon and meat… 

Seven hundred dollars, how much watermelon and meat does this sh1t want 
to buy. 

Selena finally understood that Han Xiao is a life idiot… 

“Grandpa, why did you let them go? It’s better to kill them!” Karl pocketed the 
money, stared at Han Xiao and smiled. 

“Killed?” Han Xiao was taken aback, staring at Karl inexplicably: “Who are 
they?” 

Hearing the sound, Karl and Selena nearly vomited three liters of blood. 

After working for a long time, they shaved off the hair of the two of them and 
charged seven hundred dollars… 

In the end, Han Xiao didn’t know who those two people were and what they 
were here for… 

Suddenly, Selena felt sorry for the two killers. 

It’s really not easy! 
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Chapter 1989 

Qiao Yi listened to the furious voice on the other end of the phone. 



“You fcuking ba5tard! Don’t you know who’s in Deer Town?! How dare you 
ask the higher-ups to send us missions?” 

Yorick was furious to the limit. 

“I don’t want to talk nonsense with you, hurry up and ask someone to send 
over three hundred dollars, if anything happens, you will die!” 

After Yorick finished speaking, he hung up the phone directly. 

Qiao Yi was completely baffled, and didn’t know what kind of anger Yorick 
made. 

What about three hundred dollars? 

Besides, this task was given to them by the European Emperor’s forces, so 
what does it matter to them? 

But no matter how you say it, Qiao Yi is not an idiot. He didn’t even handle 
“Doctor Death” and Yorick. I’m afraid that Daniel really invited a master to sit 
in charge. 

“Could it be…to use that person?” 

Feng Jin frowned. 

Joey fell silent. 

The person Feng Jin mentioned was not famous in the world. 

However, it is the strongest killer of the European Emperor faction. 

It is no exaggeration to say that it is the first in the world. 

In desperation, Qiao Yi had no choice but to contact the forces of Ouhuang 
again and ask them to send stronger killers. 

“Qiao Yi, you mean, you want us to use Xiao Zhan?” 

A deep voice came out. 

“If Xiao Zhan is willing to make a move…everything will be fine.” 



Joey laughed. 

“Then you know, the last time Xiao Zhan went to assassinate Han Xiao, he 
was seriously injured and he was still recovering.” 

“Han Xiao?!” 

Hearing Han Xiao’s name, Qiao Yi was taken aback. 

Although he had never met Han Xiao himself, Han Xiao’s name was like a 
thunderbolt. 

Back then, Ouhuang’s youngest daughter was originally betrothed to Han 
Xiao. 

But Han Xiao didn’t buy it at all, and finally broke with Ou Huang. 

Over the years, Ouhuang’s forces dispatched a large number of top killers to 
assassinate Han Xiao, but none of them came back alive. 

Qiao Yi also heard something about Han Xiao. 

It is said that he is a genius of a hidden family, and his strength has exceeded 
the limit that the world can understand. 

“Xiao Zhan… survived?” 

Qiao Yi asked subconsciously. 

In Qiao Yi’s mind, the words Han Xiao and Invincible were almost equivalent. 

I’m afraid that only the legendary Qin Wentian can fight Han Xiao. 

Characters like them are already at the legendary level, no matter how 
powerful Xiao Zhan is, he is only at the secular level. 

“Hmph, Han Xiao almost died! It’s a pity…” 

The gloomy voice sighed. 

Xiao Zhan’s assassination method is the best in the world, even Han Xiao was 
almost caught. 



“Xiao Zhan is really powerful…” Qiao Yi couldn’t help sighing. 

It was just a miracle to assassinate Han Xiao by only one step. 

Even if it fell short, at least it hurt Han Xiao. 

“Heh… Qiao Yi, let me tell you, Yorick called before, do you know who is in 
charge of the Lu family.” 

Said on the other end of the phone. 

“Who is it?” Qiao Yi asked hastily. 

“Han Xiao.” 

“what?!” 

Qiao Yi took a breath. 

The one in Lu Town was actually Han Xiao? 

how can that be! 

What is the relationship between Han Xiao and Daniel, and Selena? How 
could he help Selena and the others in Lu Town! 

Qiao Yi never knew that Daniel and Selena knew Han Xiao. 

“Okay, no matter how powerful the killer is, it’s useless. You know, even Li 
Suifeng, the number one killer of the original sin, was easily wiped out by Han 
Xiao. No wonder Yorick and the others complained. Let Xiao Zhan go this 
time.” Bar!” 

After finishing speaking, without giving Qiao Yi a chance to continue speaking, 
the phone was hung up. 
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Chapter 1990 

deer town. 

There is no light in the night, and there is no moon in the starry sky. 

On the sofa, Selena was covered with a blanket, nestled in Daniel’s arms, 
holding a game controller in her hand, playing games with Karl. 

Han Xiao was squatting there eating watermelon, while the big white tiger was 
dozing cross-legged at his feet. 

These days, they were nervously preparing for rounds of sneak attacks by 
killers, but in the end… they abruptly turned it into a vacation. 

She spent so many days cooped up with Daniel at home, she couldn’t be too 
comfortable. 

After Han Xiao finished eating the watermelon, he threw the watermelon rind 
into the trash can, and stared at the three people on the sofa. 

Afterwards, Han Xiao stood up, walked forward, and turned off the game 
console. 

“Grandpa, what are you doing, I can beat Keren to death immediately!” Karl 
complained. 

Selena was speechless, “You’re dreaming! It’s obvious that the Great God 
saved you!” 

“Go to bed, close the door tightly,” Han Xiao said. 

Hearing the sound, Karl was taken aback. 

Selena and Daniel looked at each other with thoughtful expressions. 

These days, it was the first time I heard Han Xiao speak in this tone. 

I’m afraid that tonight’s killer is not easy? 

“Go to sleep!” 



Karl wasn’t worried at all, he had great confidence in the pervert, so he put on 
his slippers and ran all the way back to the bedroom. 

Selena glanced at Daniel. Daniel gave her a comforting look, and led her 
upstairs together. 

Han Xiao never said anything meaningless, since they were asked to sleep, 
they just cooperated. 

After Selena and the others went upstairs and turned off the light in the living 
room, Han Xiao lay down on the sofa. 

… 

The night was quiet until midnight. 

A thin man, like a ghost, appeared in the small garden building. 

The door of the room was closed tightly, and no one knew when this man 
came here. It seemed that this thin man had already hidden in this building a 
long time ago. 

“Han Xiao, you were lucky last time. Tonight, you will die.” The thin man 
whispered in his heart, without any emotion in his eyes. 

He pulled out the dagger from his pocket, walked to the sofa, and stared at 
the sleeping Han Xiao. 

A few days ago, the thin man went to China to assassinate Han Xiao, and he 
almost succeeded. 

Tonight, no matter what, let Han Xiao die in his hands. 

A dagger with a cold light was taken out of his arms by the thin man. 

Swish! 

Without any hesitation, the dagger stabbed towards Han Xiao’s heart. 

At the same time, Han Xiao’s eyes suddenly opened, and he raised his right 
arm lightly. 

“Snapped”! 



Han Xiao grabbed the thin man’s wrist. 

“what?!” 

Seeing this, the thin man froze in place, with an expression of disbelief on his 
face. 

“Xiao Zhan, it’s so late, what can you do with me?” Han Xiao stared at the thin 
man, expressionless. 

“Impossible! How did you find me?” 

Xiao Zhan had a look of disbelief on his face. 

“Well… why do you think I let Yorick and the others go?” Han Xiao raised the 
corner of his mouth slightly. 

After Yorick and “Doctor Death” leave, they will definitely tell the European 
Emperor’s forces about his stay in Deer Town. 

Knowing that he was in Luzhen, the Ouhuang forces would definitely let Xiao 
Zhan come to assassinate him. 

Han Xiao had already taken precautions, so how could he repeat the same 
mistakes. 

Last time he got pissed off by this kid, he wanted to catch him for a long time! 

“Xiao Zhan, your assassination skills are indeed not bad, but even if your 
master sees me, you should be polite and behave yourself, but you… 
naughty!” 

Han Xiao exerted strength with his right arm, grabbed Xiao Zhan’s arm, and 
threw Xiao Zhan out instantly. 

“boom”! 

A loud noise spread in the small garden building. 
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